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New Products 
 
John Deere Brings Eight-Wheeled Harvester to North America 
 
John Deere debuted an eight-wheeled version of the 1270E Interim Tier 4 (IT4)/Stage IIIB cut-to-length Harvester at 
Elmia Wood 2013. The stability and climbing ability of the eight-wheeled harvester has been praised by customers in 
Europe and is now available as an option on all of John Deere’s 1270E Harvesters in North America. 
 
“The 1270E is our most powerful and productive harvester yet for steep ground,” said Pekka Leppanen, product marketing 
manager for John Deere. “With the addition of the eight-wheeled option, this machine is now more versatile than ever 
before, offering the best possible performance for our customers who work on demanding terrain.” 
 
The eight-wheeled option for the 1270E was specifically designed for steep slope and soft soil conditions. The eight-wheel 
drive provides superior traction and stability even in the most difficult of conditions. It also offers more power, higher 
ground clearance, a large approach angle, and strong Duraxle™ bogie axles with customized balancing gear units. These 
features allow the 1270E to perform well on steep slopes. www.JohnDeere.com 
 
Fecon Introduces Mid-Sized Mulching Tractor 
 
Fecon has added the FTX290 mulching tractor — a low ground pressure (3.4 psi) tractor with an oscillating steel track 
undercarriage, providing balanced traction for rough or soft conditions. 
 
Like other Fecon tractors, the FTX290 features a spacious cab, operator comfort, and ergonomic control layout as well as 
maintenance friendly service access. Powered by a Cummins QSC8.3 290 hp diesel, the hydraulic flow to the mulching 
head peaks at 100 gpm. The FTX290 features the Fecon BH120 Forestry Mulcher with variable speed motors and three 
optional rotor systems including Fecon’s new Depth Controls Rotor (DCR) technology. Fecon DCR rotors feature 
the reversible Samurai Knife. The Samurai is incorporated into a depth control design that provides fast cutting in all 
materials and the most efficient use of horsepower. www.fecon.com 
 
Cat® D Series Wheel Skidder 
 
The new Cat® D Series Wheel Skidder increases productivity while reducing operating costs. Major improvements from 
the C Series include a six-speed transmission with more gears in the working zone; lock-up torque converter; independent 
front and rear differentials for more pulling power and control; high capacity cooling system and reversing fan; a roomy, 
quiet, and cool operator station; and a tilting cab for servicing. 
 
“The D Series out pulls other skidders. It is also more stable and agile and gives the operator a smoother ride because 
we optimized the wheelbases and the component layout,” said Matt McDonald, product specialist for Caterpillar Forest 
Products. “The customer has a more versatile machine that is highly effective in sensitive applications such as first 
thinnings while maintaining the stability for working in tough conditions.” 
 
The line has four models to provide loggers with options to match their application and business needs: 203 hp Cat 525D, 
225 hp Cat 535D, 250 hp Cat 545D, and the 275 hp Cat 555D. www.cat.com 
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Lock-N-Lube 
 
The Lock-N-Lube grease coupler has new and unique features: a set of clamping steel jaws, operated by a thumb lever 
and a spring-powered sliding sleeve, which prevents leaking and pop-offs, frees up both hands and puts the grease into 
the machine where it is needed. The thumb lever also prevents binding, allowing easy release, even under high pressure. 
Lock-N-Lube fits all Zerk types, both SAE and metric, fits into most recessed fittings and works with all grease gun types 
(1/8” NTP hose connection). A replaceable seal kit extends the life of this heavy duty grease coupler. www.locknlube.com. 
 
Tyco Fire Protection Products launches ANSUL CHECKFIRE 110 
 
Tyco Fire Protection Products (TFPP) introduced the ANSUL brand CHECKFIRE 110 Electronic Detection and Actuation 
System. Designed for mobile equipment that operates in harsh environments, the CHECKFIRE 110 system keeps 
operators informed of potential fire hazards and enables advanced fire suppression if flames occur, helping protect vital 
assets, such as personnel, property, and productivity for industries, including forestry and waste management/recycling. 
 
“CHECKFIRE 110 provides a single-zone detection and actuation system for customers that want highly customizable fire 
suppression solutions that are easy to install and service and integrate seamlessly with their mobile equipment,” said Mark 
Neumann, director Pre-Engineered Systems, Tyco Fire Protection Products. “With this product, our customers can reduce 
costly downtime and repairs and instead focus on successful and safe operations.” www.tycofsbp.com 
 
Komatsu Launches New PC240LL-10 Log Loader 
 
Komatsu America Corp.’s PC240LL-10 Log Loader is the newest addition to its dash-10 series of log loaders. With a 
flywheel horsepower of 177 hp, the PC240LL-10 is powered by a Komatsu SAA6D107E-2 engine and is certified to EPA 
Tier 4 Interim 
 
and EU Stage 3B emissions standards. Built upon a proven Tier 3 engine platform, Komatsu has leveraged its leadership 
in technology and innovation to design a more environmentally-friendly engine that increases power while decreasing fuel 
consumption. 
 
This new EPA Tier 4 Interim-certified Log Loader replaces the former Tier 3 PC220LL-8 model. Weighing in at 83,985 
pounds in log loader configuration, the PC240LL-10 has improved efficiency, 5% greater HP, lower fuel consumption, a 
new Oregon OSHA ROPS/OPS/FOPS/TOPS/WBC-certified forestry cab for improved operator comfort, and enhanced 
serviceability to maximize productivity while lowering operating costs when compared to the previous model. 
 
The PC240LL-10 is available in log loader, processor head carrier, and road builder configurations. It’s equipped with 
the KOMTRAX® technology, which is fully integrated with Komatsu’s Tier 4 technology and sends machine operating 
information to a secure website utilizing wireless technology.  
www.komatsuforest.us 
 
Tigercat D-series Loaders 
 
Tigercat released its next generation 250D and T250D loaders this spring. The D-series loaders are powered by the 
Tigercat FPT N67 Tier 4i engine delivering 160 hp. 
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The high horsepower Tigercat engine is extremely fuel-efficient and positions the 250D/T250D at the top end of its size 
class. The 250B and T250B loaders will remain available to markets outside of North America and Europe, where Tier 4 
is not required.  
www.tigercat.com


